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1

2 Analysis

Problem

Slopestyle 
course was
modified

Labor/ Time 
Goal Impacted

Heightened
sensitivity to 
safety issues

Luger died at 
last winter 
Olympics

Evidence: Nodar 
Kumaritashvili of Georgia 
died in a luge crash 
during a training run at
the 2010 Winter 
Olympics.

First athlete to die in 
Olympic training or
competition since 

1964

Solution: Course was 
modified to  make 
jumps smaller.

Several 

Several 
slopestyle 

athletes were 
injured

Safety Goal 
Impacted

Prominent 
athlete pulled 

out of slopestyle
Customer 

Service Goal 
Impacted

Evidence: The most 
notable injuring was 
Torstein Horgmo of 
Norway, a favorite in 
Slopestyle of Norway 
who broke his collar 
bone during a practice 
run and was unable to 
compete.

Concern over 
injuries

Competing in 
halfpipe

Favorite to 
medal in 
halfpipe

Slopestyle 
competition 

occurred before 
halfpipe

First event of 
Olympics was 

slopestyle

Athletes fell on 
slopestyle 

course

Jumps on 
course are 
particularly 
challenging

Jumps were 
designed to be 

large

Some course 
modification 

normal

Desire for an
exciting, 

challenging 
course

This is the first 
Olympic 

slopestyle 
course

Designers prefer 
to error on 

jumps being too 
big

Relatively easy
to make jumps 

smaller

Difficult to make 
jumps bigger

Course is for the 
Olympics

First time 
slopestyle has 

been an 
Olympic event

It was deemed 
feasible to add 

slopestyle

Slopestyle is an 
increasingly 

popular sport

Evidence: American 
Shaun White, one of the 
world's best known 
snowboarders,  pulled 
out of the slopestyle 
competition.

White suffered 
minor injuries 

after fall during 
practice runs

Evidence: Typical to do 
some modification on 
untested courses after 
training begins.

Don't want 
jumps too be too 

small

Evidence: Shaun White 
has won 2 Olympic gold 
medals for halfpipe.

Negative press 
for slope style 

event

Customer 
Service Goal 

Impacted

Negative press 
for slopestyle 

event

Customer 
Service Goal 

Impacted

safetyQuestions
raised about 
course safety

AND

AND

AND
AND

AND

AND

No precedent for 
Olympic 

slopestyle 
course

AND

AND

AND

Evidence: This course 
has step-down jumps 
where the landing 
zones are below the 
ramps so the athletes 
are dropping farther in 
the air than on most 
other courses.

AND

AND

AND

Unable to test 
course as 
planned

Test event 
scheduled for 
February 2013 
was canceled

Bad weather/ 
too warm

Jumps built 
oversized to 

accommodate
rain/melting

Weather is 
unpredictable 
and has been 
above freezing

Evidence: Statements 
by course designer
Anders Forsell.

Slopestyle is an 
inherently

dangerous sport

AND/OR

AND

Typical February 
weather for this 

region

AND

Evidence:   Not 
uncommon for crashes to 
occur on slopestyle 
courses.  Not all crashes 
occur on jumps.  For 
example, Torstein 
Horgmo crashed on the 
stair set on top of the 
course.

Course test 
scheduled for 

2/2/14 canceled

Completion of 
course delayed

Bad weather/
too warm

Evidence: Construction
on the course begin 
1/9/2014, but 
completion was delayed 
because of 6 days of 
downpours.

Athletes need 
enough air time 
to perform their 

best tricks

AND

3 Solutions

Potential Solution: 
Test course earlier in 
process.

One of the stories making headlines leading up to the start of the 
2014 Winter Olympics was concern about the safety of the 
slopestyle course.  There were early rumblings about the 
slopestyle course, especially after a few falls during training 
runs, but the media interest intensified after well-known 
snowboarder Shaun White withdrew from the event.

The slopestyle course was modified after training runs, which is 
typical for an untested slopestyle course.  Forty to fifty centimeters 
were removed from the top deck of the jumps and snow was added 
to the knuckles of each landing.  The course crew has been 
credited for listening to athletes' concerns and being responsive to 
issues.

Effect Cause

Evidence:

Solution:

What Problem(s) Concerns over safety of slopestyle course
When Date February 1, 2013

Different, unusual, unique First time slopestyle has been an Olympic event
Where Facility, site Krasnaya Polyana, Russia

Unit, area, equipment Slopestyle course
Task being performed 2014 Winter Olympics

Impact to the Goals
Safety Several slopestyle athletes were injured

Negative press for slopestyle event
Prominent athlete pulled out of slopestyle

Labor/ Time Slopestyle course modified
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